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Tobin outl ines major di f ferences 
betw een standardbreds and 

thoroughbreds in terms of  break dow ns
by Ron Gurfein

Famed researcher Dr. Tom Tobin of the Gluck Institute at the 
University of Kentucky said studies show one death per 700 
starts in Kentucky thoroughbreds, one death per 1,000 starts for 
the same breed in England and one death per 16,600 starts in 
the Ohio standardbred. A thoroughbred is 36 times more likely 
to succumb to a racing injury than a standardbred. 

   Tidbits: Last week I promised to tell the story about our 
bizarre bidding experience at Harrisburg this year. 

   Frank ?The Elder? Antonacci, Frank M. Antonacci and myself 
find seats on the aisle, right near our bid spotter. Our favorite 
trotting colt is about to enter the ring. I have priced the colt 
at $400,000 in today?s market, but have slightly discounted 
the price as he has a fault that we can live with, but it is still 
a fault. Hip #164 Goodashim Hanover, pronounced Good - as 
- him, enters the ring. He is a full brother to the fabulous 
racehorse and sire Father Patrick. I have $50,000 shouts the 
auctioneer. Then dead silence. I have $25,000 he claims. The 
three of us are mystified. Still no bidding. I say to Frank M. 
they don?t even have $25,000. 

   Thinking we are on the verge of robbing the bank, Frank M 
bid $35,000, the auctioneer begs for $50,000 Dead silence 
again. There is not one more bid for a minute and that is a 

http://www.harnessracingupdate.com/
http://www.newjerseysirestakes.com/
https://winbakfarm.com/stallions_detail.asp?id=51
https://harnessracingupdate.com/ask-the-guru/


2,1:55.4f; 3,1:49.1 ($1,939,604)    Muscle Mass-Pleasing Lady-Cantab Hall
SIX PACK

www.deovolentefarms.com 908-782-4848, Fax 908-782-4870

Some of Six Pack’s notable victories as he accumulated close to $2 million in career
earnings include: 

•  The Stanley Dancer (1:50.0) World Record, 
•  The Kentucky Futurity (1:49.1) World Record, 
•  The Allerage Open Trot as a 4-year- old (1:49.2) World Record
•  The TVG Open Trot as a 4-year- old (1:50) Track Record
•  The Yonkers Trot,
•  The Empire Breeders Classic,
•  The Matron, and
•  Several Divisions of the New York Sire Stakes as a 2-year-old and 3-year-old.

Six Pack was named the Dan Patch 3-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2018.

Syndication
Underway

“Six Pack is an incredibly powerful horse to sit behind. He has everything you can
ask for:  speed, power, and intelligence” – Ake Svanstedt

2020 Stud Fee: $10,000
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long time. We are sure that are going to hammer this great 
colt down to us for $35,000. ?The Elder? grabbed my arm and 
said, ?If anyone but Hanover was selling that horse we would 
have owned him by know,? and as those words came of his 
lips, 'I have $40,000' came bellowing from the auction stand. 
This was just the beginning of torture. 

   The colt went from $40,000 to $175,000 in slow but 
normal increments, when ?The Elder? had seen enough, 
?$200,000,? he told the bid spotter. A very long pause and 
then $205,000 lights up the board. Frank M gets into the 
spirit again trying to shut the door. ?$225,000,? a long pause 
and then $230,000 appears on the board. Finally $240,000 
seals the deal for us on a horse that we could have had for 
$35,000. Along with the ticket for the colt and the photo gal, 
came Richard Patterson bounding down from the stand. He is 
one of the best auctioneers in captivity and a wonderful man 
to boot. ?Never in my life have I ever seen anything like that. 
It took longer to sell that horse than any four we sold put 
together.? 

   I hope he proves that the torture we went through to get 
him was worth the effort, stay tuned... 

   Richard Cummins asks: What is your opinion of California 
racing and the story in HRU by Bill Finley about its demise (full 
story here)? 

    I have the utmost respect for Bill Finley. For certain he has 
been a major contributor to the various horse racing breeds 
for a long time. That said I hate negativity. When you have to 
go negative to sell newspapers or the like you should start 
selling cars.  

   Should we worry about the demise of harness or 
thoroughbred racing in a major state as California because of 
a year that for sure was an anomaly. I think NOT. 

   PETA hasn?t got that kind of punch to knock out a 
multi-billion dollar industry. However, we should not sit back 
and hope the situation corrects itself. Something major must 
be done to the Santa Anita surface. Truly something was 
awry. 

   As for Del Mar and the Mongolian Groom breakdown, the 
video of him warming up went viral on Facebook and if you 
had seen it you would have cried. There were 30 
veterinarians brought in for the Breeders? Cup and they all 
did off-track inspection of each and every horse, yet not one 
was put in charge of watching the horses on the track. There 
is no question in my mind that if it was a harness track the 
state vet would have immediately seen the problem, 
scratched the colt and we would no longer be having this 
discussion. 

   Eric Cherry and Bob Adams both commented in HRU that 
we should separate ourselves from the thoroughbred 
industry, Eric even suggested we should call our horses 
?trotting horses? not standardbreds, because it is more 

understanding to the 
layman. I couldn?t agree 
more. 

   After reading Bill 
Findlay?s column I called 
Dr. Tom Tobin of the Gluck 
Institute of the University 
of Kentucky to pick his 
brain on the overall 
situation. To my surprise 
he had just finished the 
article himself and was 
finishing a paper on the 
difference of the breeds 
in relation to breakdowns. 
For sure he writes like a 
professor and uses 
terminology that is far 
above my pay grade, yet it 
is quite understandable. 

   Basically, he points out that the stress on the standardbred 
limbs in race mode is considerably less than a thoroughbred. 
They don?t go as fast. The controlling factor is an individual 
that sits behind them in a sulky that is on wheels and also 
has a beneficial lift to it, as opposed to the jockey that 
provides additional weight to all four limbs. Standardbreds 
are structurally more tough and their gait is less stressful, 

University of Kentucky

Dr. Tom Tobin said, unequivocal ly, 
that the use of  Lasix  does noth ing to 
ex acerbate the death rate of  horses.

https://harnessracingupdate.com/2019/12/06/californias-harness-racing-industry-could-be-sucked-under-by-thoroughbred-problems/ 
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which is basically due to a mutated gene called the ?Gait 
Keeper Mutation.? It is found in many breeds but mostly the 
American standardbred, a little less in the Swedish 
standardbred and about one third less in the French 
standardbred. 

   There have been many studies on the difference in FMI?s 
(Fatal Musculoscelatal Injury) in various breeds and it does 
not take one a long time to learn that in NO WAY is there 
any similarity in the two breeds. Not to bore you with details, 
the most astounding FMI figures were as follows. There was 
one death per 700 starts in Kentucky thoroughbreds, one 
death per 1,000 starts for the same breed in England and 
one death per 16,600 starts in the Ohio standardbred. Dr. 
Tobin feels a thoroughbred is 36 times more likely to 
succumb to racing injury than a standardbred. 

   Dr. Tobin also pointed out that using medication as a 
scapegoat for this problem is simply wrong. He states 
unequivocally that the use of Lasix does nothing at all to 
exacerbate the death rate. Is a matter of fact he is a strong 
proponent for the use of Lasix in the equine athlete. I will 
discuss the Lasix question in depth with him at a later date. 
Stay tuned... 

   Joel Kravet asks: Is there any benefit to the horse using stall 
bandages? 

   I am not sure. If put on properly with a good liniment or a 
sweat there is no doubt that the legs will be tighter in the 
morning than they would be without the bandages. 

   I also think that if a horse rolls or gets cast the bandages 
may prevent some cuts and bruises, but I am not 100 per 
cent with their use. As my barn transitioned from cheap 
horses to good young horses I used the stall bandages less 
and less. 

   When a colt would tear a bandage off I would never put 
one back on unless he was on crossties in a truck going 
somewhere. I feared a colt getting corded was worse than 
having soft legs. Most soft tissue damage comes from a bad 
step on a bad racetrack and stall bandages or tighter legs are 
not likely to be a preventative. 

   The funny thing is that 50 years ago if I ever walked my 
shed row and saw a horse with his legs not bandaged I 
would go nuts. 

   Roger Simpson asks: The most logical trotters to breed to, 
Muscle Hill, Chapter Seven, and Father Patrick are all next to 
impossible to get bookings to. Do you think there are any new 
stallions out there that will be competitive with those top three? 

   No one is that smart as to answer a question like that in a 
positive fashion. However, I can give you an opinion of some 
that may well compete.  

   I have very positive things to say about Walner, Six Pack, 
and International Moni. 

   All three were very good colts. They all have pedigrees that 

will provide distant outcrosses if that is what you like. 
International Moni has no Valley Victory in his pedigree 
which means you could breed him to almost any mare. Six 
Pack with his speed and fabulous gait could well be the next 
Cantab Hall. He has a ton of Valley Victory blood and would 
match up well with Conway and Andover blood. Walner has a 
little Valley Victory blood on both the sire and dam side, but 
still will cross with most families. There are already rave 
reviews on the Walner weanlings. 

   All three are modestly priced compared to what it will cost 
to get into the top three so my guess is that the ROI could be 
fabulous. 

   Someone is going to ask me why Greenshoe is not in this 
conversation. My answer is that as much as I love the horse I 
think I would like to see more for that kind of money and I 
am not even certain of his availability. 

   Richard Keller asks: What is your take on the Steve 
Assmussen positives? 

   First of all, anyone who thinks that acepromazine is not a 
performance-enhancing drug better check again. If you can 
calm a high-strung horse and make him rateable you are 
definitely creating a faster animal. When I was a kid, the 
most sought after pre-race was Dr Burns TQ, an amazing 
product that would take the edge off the craziest of horses. 

   That said, in this case I question the amount of the 
medication found. One of the positives was barely over the 
limit. I had a barn full of ace pills and used them very often, 
especially with young fractious colts. I can easily see in a big 
barn a slip up of not taking a horse of the daily dosage in 
proper time to avoid detection. This by no means makes it 
right and he must be penalized, but the fact that it was two 
horses makes it doubtful to me that it was used as a 
pre-race. It was most likely an error in withdrawal time and 
should be treated as such. This is just another case of the 
media grabbing on to some dirt to write about. It would be a 
wonderful move for all horse racing commissions to only 
publicize blood doping, steroids, Class 1 narcotics and bicarb 
violations. All others should be fined small amounts and be 
thrown in the garbage. If contamination is discovered, names 
are not necessary. A warning about the contaminated 
product will suffice. 

   Thanks to all my readers for the kind words. Please keep the 
questions coming in and don?t forget to visit us at Sunshine 
Meadows any Saturday morning if you are in the area. Lots of 
future great horses are in training there. Have a wonderful 
week.  

Have a question for The Guru? 
Email him at GurfTrot@aol.com. 

mailto:GurfTrot@aol.com
https://harnessracingupdate.com/2019/12/13/tobin-outlines-major-differences-between-standardbreds-and-thoroughbreds-in-terms-of-breakdowns/
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Tetrick  tries cold blooded trotters 
by Thomas Hedlund 

   American top driver Tim Tetrick is spending the week in 
northern Finland where he will compete in the Arctic 
Challenge in Rovaniemi. 

   Tetrick will drive seven trotters, among them some cold 
blooded horses, on Saturday night?s race card and it seems 
like the ?Bionic Man? is entrusted behind some great chances 
in the hometown of Santa Claus. 

   The races will be sent at atg.se. 

Kontio to 11,000 wins 
   Finnish born Jorma Kontio, 66, won his 11,000th victory in 
the bike on Thursday?s race card in Örebro, Sweden. 

   Kontio drove his first race as a 13-year-old and even won a 
race at that age in Oulu, Finland. 

   Kontio is, by far, the winningest driver in the northern 
European countries and only German driver Heinz Wewering 
can present better figures in Europe. Wewering has won 
almost 17,000 races, most of them in Germany, but as Kontio, 
Wewering can look back at a career in which he both 
participated and won several of the biggest Grand Circuit 
races there are in Europe. 

   Kontio moved from Finland to Sweden in 2001 and was at 
that point often entrusted behind Stefan Melander?s horses. 
Since Timo Nurmos, also born in Finland, left his home 
country for Sweden a few years later, the duo Kontio/Nurmos 
has been enormously successful. Horses such as Sahara 
Dynamite, Readly Express and Villiam are all products of the 
cooperation between them both. 

   Kontio will face Tetrick in Rovaniemi this Saturday (entries 
for the race card here).

No news in France 
   Davidson du Pont won the $121,800 Prix de Bretagne in 
2018 and 2019 and when it was time for the second ?B-race? 
ahead of Prix d?Amérique, the $121,800 Prix du Bourbonnais, 
the same story repeated itself. Delia du Pommereux (Niky), 
trained by Sylvain Roger and this time driven by Franck 
Nivard, did what she accomplished last year. The 6-year-old 

mare sprinted to a tight win in a mile rate of 1:57.3 over 1.7 
miles and Delia du Pommereux was served a perfect pocket 
trip behind leader Bold Eagle. Bold Eagle made his first start 
since the great success in the Breeders Crown and showed 
that he once more is in strong form with the Prix d?Amérique 
is approaching. 

   Sébastien Guarato?s 8-year-old champion held strongly to 
second place while stablemate Billie de Montfort took the 
bronze. 

   After two B-races, six different horses are set for Prix 
d?Amérique and so far, Jean-Michel Bazire and Sébastien 
Guarato dominate the preparation races. 

Prix de Bretagne: 
Horse (Trainer) 

Davidson du Pont (Jean-Michel Bazire) 
Chica de Joudes (Alain Laurent) 
Looking Superb (Jean-Michel Bazire) 

Prix du Bourbonnais: 
Delia du Pommereux (Sylvain Roger) 
Bold Eagle (Sébastien Guarato) 
Billie de Montfort (Sébastien Guararo) 

Remaining qualification races ahead of Prix 
d?Amérique: 
Dec. 22 - Vincennes 

$221,000 Criterium Continental for 4-year-olds (the winner 
can race in the Prix d?Amérique) 

$110,000 Prix Tenor de Baune for 5-year-olds (The winner 
can race in the Prix d?Amérique) 

Dec. 29 - Vincennes 

$121,800 Prix de Bourgogne 

Jan. 12 - Vincennes 

$121,800 Prix de Belgique 

World champion becomes sire in Sweden 
   World champion trotter Cruzado dela Noche (Muscle 
Massive) will stand stud at Lutfi Kolgjini?s farm in southern 
Sweden next year. 

   Cruzado dela Noche, owned by Courant Stable, had some 
successful years in Nancy Johansson?s stable before the horse 
was transported to Stefan Melander in Sweden, where he, 
among other races, won Grosser Preis Von Deutschland and 
Copenhagen Cup in 2017. 

   In 2018, Cruzado dela Noche was sent back to America and 
Marcus Melander?s barn, where he won the International Trot 
at Yonkers in October, 2018. 

http://atg.se
https://heppa.hippos.fi/heppa/app;jsessionid=Q6p0_pYteuHy44ov8DFg9NNsosk1_AE_CbVsReIu.app_2?page=racing%2FRaceFields&service=external 
https://heppa.hippos.fi/heppa/app;jsessionid=Q6p0_pYteuHy44ov8DFg9NNsosk1_AE_CbVsReIu.app_2?page=racing%2FRaceFields&service=external 
https://heppa.hippos.fi/heppa/app;jsessionid=Q6p0_pYteuHy44ov8DFg9NNsosk1_AE_CbVsReIu.app_2?page=racing%2FRaceFields&service=external 
https://heppa.hippos.fi/heppa/app;jsessionid=Q6p0_pYteuHy44ov8DFg9NNsosk1_AE_CbVsReIu.app_2?page=racing%2FRaceFields&service=external 
https://heppa.hippos.fi/heppa/app;jsessionid=Q6p0_pYteuHy44ov8DFg9NNsosk1_AE_CbVsReIu.app_2?page=racing%2FRaceFields&service=external 
https://heppa.hippos.fi/heppa/app;jsessionid=Q6p0_pYteuHy44ov8DFg9NNsosk1_AE_CbVsReIu.app_2?page=racing%2FRaceFields&service=external 
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Tetrick  heads to Finland for 
A rctic driv ing event 
by Ken Weingartner /  USTA media relations manager 

   It?s safe to say Tim Tetrick is in for a week unlike any he?s 
experienced while driving in North America. Tetrick, harness 
racing?s top money-winning driver this year, will spend the 
next seven days in Finland as part of his involvement in the 
first Arctic Horse Race event at Mantyvaara racetrack in 
Rovaniemi. 

   Tetrick will join drivers from Finland, Sweden, Norway, and 
Italy in the three-race competition on Saturday at 
Mantyvaara. The event will see the drivers race twice with 
standardbred trotters and once with the cold-blood trotters 
known as the Finnhorse. 

   The days leading up to the event will be filled with several 
promotional obligations and plenty of adventure. Tetrick and 
his wife Ashley will begin their trip in Helsinki before flying 
to Rovaniemi. Rovaniemi, situated on the Arctic Circle, is the 
capital of Lapland and known for being ?the official 
hometown of Santa Claus? as well as for viewing the 
Northern Lights. 

   During his stay in Rovaniemi, Tetrick will get to drive 
reindeer and huskies, take in a hockey game, go on a 
snowmobile safari, and visit the Santa Claus Village. 

   ?It?s going to be exciting,? said Tetrick, who is making his 
first trip to Finland. ?It should be a great trip. We?re going to 
go and have a little fun. I?m looking forward to it.? 

   The 38-year-old Tetrick, who was elected to the Harness 
Racing Hall of Fame earlier this year, is leading all drivers in 
purses with $15.5 million this season and is second in wins 
with 750. 

   For his career, he has won $217 million, which ranks third 
all time, and 11,425 races, which ranks eighth. 

   Saturday?s event at Mantyvaara will feature family 
activities during the afternoon and an ?ice disco? after the 
races that evening. 

   ?The weather is going to be a little chilly, I guess, but it 
can?t be any worse than Chicago,? Tetrick said with a laugh. 

   ?Ashley thought I was crazy because it?s going to be cold 
there. In December we want to go somewhere warm, we 
don?t want to go somewhere colder than where we?re at. But 
we got to thinking about it and it sounded like a lot of fun. It 
looks like there is so much to do there at this time of year.? 

   As for the weather, the forecast in Rovaniemi this week 
calls for temperatures holding steady around 30 degrees 
Fahrenheit with snow showers. 

?That?s not bad,? Tetrick said. ?I?ll be okay.? 

Dave Landry

Tim Tetrick  (celebrating a v ictory w i th Shartin N in the Lady 
Liberty last summer at the M eadow lands) is racing in Finland th is 
w eek  close to Santa's home near the North Pole.

https://harnessracingupdate.com/
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Greenshoe?s book  ful l  and closed 
   Hanover Shoe Farm?s announces that the book for trotting 
superstar Greenshoe is now full and closed. The mares 
already booked to Greenshoe in his initial year at stud 
represent the best that the sport has to offer, including, but 
not limited to: 

All The Time ? Winner of the Hambletonian Oaks, full sister 
to Ariana G 

Ariana G ? World champion winner of the Hambletonian 
Oaks 

Asiago ? 3,1:50.4 $422,360 

Behindclosedoors ? dam of standout 2yo trotting filly Sister 
Sledge 

Cedar Dove ? million dollar winning dam of Hambletonian 
Oaks Winner When Dovescry 

Columbia ? sister to Atlanta 

Crys Dream ? 3.1:54f $997,378 

Danae ? dam of Propulsion 

Emmylou Who ? dam of Emoticon Hanover 

Good Common Cents ? dam of Hambletonian winner Perfect 
Spirit  

Hannelore Hanover ? 2017 Horse Of The Year 

High Sobriety ? dam of Hannelore Hanover 

Nalda Nof 

Pasithea Face ? 1:50.4 $591.473 

Passageway ? dam of Don?t Let Em 

Princess Face 

Primary Target ? full sister to Mission Brief and Tactical 
Landing  

Secret Passion ? ¾ sister to Manchego 

Starita ? stakes winning granddaughter of the great 
Passionate Glide 

Winbak Blondie ? sister to Muscle Hill, dam of Hey Blondie 

Window Willow ? dam of Crystal Fashion 

   ?I really look forward to 2022 when we sell the first 
yearlings by Greenshoe and then of course, 2023 and beyond 
when they race. If his foals look like him, trot like him and 
have his intelligence they will rewrite history. Each day I am 
around him I admire him more. He exudes class and when 
you are with him you just know you are in the presence of 
greatness,? said Hanover executive vice-president Dr. 
Bridgette Jablonsky. 

   Shares are still available for purchase, but just a few 
remain. Please contact Dr. Jablonsky at (717) 578-7395 for 
more information. 

?  Hanover Shoe Farms 

Dave Landry

Greenshoe (w i th trainer M arcus M elander at Red M i le) has al ready f i l led and closed his book  for h is f i rst year of  stal l ion duty. He stands 
at Hanover Shoe Farms.
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A ccountable bettors and thei r 
never-ending season 
by Frank Cotolo 

   An early Happy New Year, and to racehorses of all breeds, 
happy birthday. Now, here comes 2020, and everything 
changes again.  

   Or does it? 

   The equine divisions change. Horses graduate and face 
some different challengers. But on the whole, quite frankly, 
the ?class? of pari-mutuels bettors, though they are all a year 
older, never matures. 

   Handicapper/bettor consciousness is an incessant state of 
mind and emotion. This meant and means even the smartest 
horseplayer will make the same mistakes in 2020 that he or 
she has always made. In fact, such behavior tends to worsen 
than improve.  

   Bettor, ready your defense at the end of 2019 and address 
the Bettors Banquet (BB) charge. 

BB: If you have been betting harness races in 2019, how did 
it go ?  financially?  

BETTOR (BET): Not so bad, you know? 

BB: Define ?not so bad,? please. 

BET: Won a few, lost a few.  

BB: More wins than losses? 

BET: Yeah, maybe not by much, but yeah, I won more. 

BB: So you made a profit? 

BET: I made money, yeah. 

BB: But did you make more money than you bet? 

BET: I had some big scores. 

BB: But did you make a profit, Mister Bettor, did you make 
more money than you bet? 

BET: I made money, sure.  

BB: Did you make a profit?  

BET: Define profit. 

   The bettor does not understand what he or she never 
understood. Nothing changes. 

   Profit is all that matters, or should matter, to players. 
Serious, as well as casual bettors should be able to look back 
at the past year of ?action? and be able to prove their success 
or failure based on profit or loss. Their word will not do, even 
if they swear on the souls of their parents. 

   The only admissible evidence to substantiate profit or loss 
is the documentation of, at the very least, how much a player 
bet and how much a bettor cashed throughout a calendar 
year. Such proof is always available in a player?s wagering 
ledger. Yet, keeping a wagering a ledger, though it is the 
easiest chore a horseplayer will ever have to do, remains the 
least likely tool he or she maintains, no less respects. 

   A ledger is an easy chore because you do not have to be an 
accountant to set one up or keep it accurate so it keeps you 
honest. For three decades I have kept one, no matter how 
much or how little I wagered in a year, using an all purpose 
composition book (usual cost 99 cents). After each betting 
session I enter figures into two simple columns. On the left I 

https://harnessracingupdate.com/bettors-banquet/
https://www.harnessracingupdate.com/archives
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write the total cash wagered that session. On the right I 
enter the total cash collected that session ?  or a line 
through that space to indicate a shutout. 

   Passing up the simplicity of setting up and maintaining 
such an important part of a bettor?s activity is unforgivable. 
What is more important is that its simplicity also means you 
can start at any time. There is no need to wait for the official 
beginning of 2020. Do it now. Get yourself a composition 
book or any such writing tablet and start your fiscal year of 
wagering with your next betting session.  

   Make everything change from that day onward.  

AVAILABLE ACTION 
   Let?s face it, the bettor is not going on a hiatus just because 
the 2019 stars on the track are taking off for their birthdays, 
awaiting awards and applause. Many racetracks are 
operating, presenting the bread-and-butter events that make 
it easy to pick and choose where good investments arise. 

   Smart and successful bettors never depend solely on great 
horses in high-profile races for great profits. Many times, the 
best battles are won in the trenches of the battlefield, so to 
speak, where overlays lurk and upsets are common. The 
chances are munificent. As deep winter fades into spring, 
raceways are pumping out the kinds of races that can 

produce the breadth of an entire winning season faster than 
you can say Somebeachsomewhere.  

   In the past, players had to rely upon local tracks for their 
betting campaigns. Those times are long gone. Technology 
has opened a portal to make bets on races anywhere, 
eliminating expenses for travel and food and parking and 
admission.  

   In Canada alone this December, you have your choice of 
betting at Charlottetown, Century, Flamboro, Frasier, Western 
Fair, Rideau-Carleton, Truro and Woodbine Mohawk Park. 

   In the states, in the East and Midwest and the West, 
covering all of the North American time zones, dozens of 
overnight races and local features are awaiting perusal. 

   It is a true banquet for bettors but the old rules apply ?  no 
binging allowed. Choosing races and passing races, the 
all-important skills of the profitable bettor, as was originally 
addressed in BB, is easier. And with a wagering ledger, 
proving your success will be easier.  

   ?  to be continued. 

https://harnessracingupdate.com/2019/12/13/accountable-bettors-and-their-never-ending-season/
https://harnessracingupdate.com/subscribe


This is the perfect issue to thank everyone who helped make 2019 
a successful year, while wishing friends, family & fellow horsepeople 

all the best for a Happy Holiday season & prosperous New Year.
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Yonk ers favori te Bi t Of  A  Legend 
N to be reti red Saturday 
The double-millionaire from Down Under will stand at Midland 
Acres in Ohio. 

by Frank Drucker /  Yonkers publicity director 

   Bit Of A Legend N, who rarely ran out of real estate on the 
racetrack, has nonetheless run out of daylight as a racehorse. 
The 10-year-old double-millionaire is set to retire after a 
Yonkers Raceway winner?s circle send-off Saturday night 
(Dec. 14). The son of Bettor?s Delight? Soky?s Legend is off to 
Midland Acres in Bloomingburg, OH, to begin a stallion 
career. 

   ?We were coming off after a race one night and Jordan 
(Stratton) said to me, ?Every driver should have a chance to 
sit behind a horse like this,?? said Bit Of A Legend N?s trainer, 
Peter Tritton. 

   ?I?m going to have to plan a road trip to go see him,? 
Stratton said. 

   Bit Of A Legend N and Stratton have gone down the road 
together, the number of memorable miles too numerous to 
mention. 

   ?He?s my favorite horse. No question,? Stratton said. 

   Bit Of A Legend N came over as advertised, having won 
Australian Breeders Crowns at ages 3 and 4. 

   ?Peter (Tritton) told me he was a getting a pretty nice 
horse,? Stratton said of the then 7-year-old who the late 
Harry Von Knoblauch purchased for $103,000. ?I went to the 
farm to see him. He just looked good running in the paddock 
and in his first qualifier (Yonkers, January of 2016), I knew. 

   ?He didn?t go much (third, timed in 1:57.1), but the way he 
drove, the way he carried himself.? 

   Rising through the overnight ranks with two wins and two 
seconds in four tries, it was time to wear the big-boy pants 
and the ?16 George Morton Levy Memorial Pacing Series. 
Sweep. 

   Bit Of A Legend N won all five of his preliminary legs 
starts, including a stirring, track-record 1:51.2 dead-heat with 
Wiggle It Jiggleit. In the $609,000 final a week later, he drew 
well, took control early and won in 1:51. He was (and 
remains) the only free-for-aller to run the Levy table. 

   The 2016 season saw Bit Of A Legend N win 13-of-28 
starts (with six seconds and one third), socking away 
$723,850. 

   Proving he was no one-hit wonder, Bit Of A Legend N threw 
down consecutive half-million-dollar seasons in 2017 and 

?18. 

   The 2017 Levy saw Bit Of A Legend N win twice (with two 
seconds) during preliminary-round competition before a 
no-chance-trip fourth (to Keystone Velocity) in the final. He 
then hit the road, winning the $109,600 Molson (Western 
Fair, 1:51.3), $260,000 Gerrity Memorial (Saratoga, 1:50.3? at 
15-1) and Quillen Memorial (Harrington, 1:52.1). 

   The next season saw another standout Levy-leg log (two 
wins, two seconds, one third) and yet another 
less-than-no-shot trip in the final. From post position No. 7, 
Bit Of A Legend N charged home for second, again to 
Keystone Velocity. 

   Bit Of A Legend N eventually returned to Londontown, 
looking to defend his Molson (renamed to Camluck Classic) 
title. 

   He wound up a flat, never-in-it fifth and ?the only time he 
ever disappointed me,? Stratton said. 

   ?He?s had some EPM (parasite) issues throughout his 
career,? Tritton said. ?We?ve been able to stay on top of it, 

Claus Andersen

Double-mi l l ionai re Bi t Of  A  Legend N (w i th trainer Peter Tri tton) 
w i l l  be of f icial ly reti red f rom racing in a ceremony Saturday at 
Yonk ers Racew ay.
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usually, but I think that, and the ship up to Canada, was too 
much for him. His blood was no good, but he bounced back.? 

   Indeed. A week later at Northfield, it was a first-up, life-best 
1:49.4 effort in the $200,000 Battle of Lake Erie, putting 
away the same horse ?  Rockin? Ron ?  who had dusted his 
rivals in the Camluck. 

   ?Everyone was excited for him,? Stratton said. ?There were 
people, wherever we went, who said he was their favorite 
horse.? 

   Bit Of A Legend N?s 2019 season was hampered by some 
poorly-timed quarter cracks, essentially costing him any shot 
of doing damage in the Levy.  

   ?It?s never a good time to get them, but this was a bad time 
for him, and us,? Tritton said. ?It took about six or seven weeks 
to completely heal and the series doesn?t allow for any time 
off.?  

   ?It not that he?s even slowed down that much, but the 
competition is just better,? Stratton said. ?Before, you could 
win a race in 1:52. Now, it?s no better than third.? 

   Stratton offered some of the same platitudes about Bit Of 
A Legend N that were bestowed upon Foiled Again by his 
primary driver, Yannick Gingras.  

   ?He can relax and go a quarter in 30 (seconds), then sprint 

in :27. He won?t do more than what?s necessary. It?s just his 

way of taking care of himself. Look at his races. The margins 

are never that much. He knows what he has to do. That?s why 

he?s lasted so long.? 

   The plan was for Bit Of A Legend N to be racing Saturday 

nights through the end of the season, but after a 

second-place finish in late November, Tritton detected a bit 

of a problem with an ankle (?There was nothing to gain by 

having him go a couple of more weeks?), so the North 

American racing career ended with 33 wins in 99 starts and 

earnings of $1,909,935 (more than $2.5 million including 

foreign take-home). 

   ?I?ve had good horses before,? Tritton said, ?but he?s 

different. To have the longevity he?s had and to produce in 

the big races the way he did, that?s what stands out.? 

   ? and they named him right, too. 

M il l ionai ress M ach I t A  Par 
reti r ing 
   Jason Bartlett?s first words about Mach It A Par were hardly 
the stuff of testimonials. 

   ?She doesn?t look like much, her gait isn?t the smoothest, 
very choppy, she has to use many more steps to cover same 
amount of ground,? her usual chauffeur said.  

   ?But? ?  and there?s always a ?but? ?  ?What no one could 
measure was her heart.? 

   Mach It A Par makes the 182nd and final start of her 
seven-figure career tonight (Dec. 13), after which she?ll be 
honored by her home away from home, Yonkers Raceway. 
Entering the $22,000 second race, the 9-year-old daughter of 
Mach Three? Taylorlane Action has made her last 87 starts in 
Westchester for co-owners D?Elegance Stable IX, Carmen 
Iannacone, T L P Stable and the Gandolfo Stables,   

   ?She?s not supposed to do the thing she?s done,? trainer 
Richard Banca said of the 52-time winner. ?She did overcome 
so much, all sorts of foot issues. She?s just been tremendous 
and gets around Yonkers great. I don?t know why, maybe it?s 
her size. She took a (1:50.3) mark there (September of 2016, 
Brian Sears driving), which I think was a world record at the 
time. 

   We?ve had her since early (March) 2016. I think the owners 
paid $60,000 for her. She was racing at Pompano. She had a 
lot of wins, but hadn?t made much money. 

   ?We put her right in the (2016 Blue Chip) Matchmaker,? 
Banca said. ?She was probably eligible to non-winners of 
$10,000 (in last five starts), but we threw her in the series. 
She ended up winning and paying a lot ($81, George 
Brennan driving) and that really surprised us. 

   There weren?t that many surprises after a career-best ?16 
season (39 starts, 13 wins, nine seconds, eight thirds, 
$404,200), with Yonkers as her nearly-exclusive place to race. 
The past two full seasons have seen Mach It A Par pay her 
way, earning $200,000-plus in each. 

   ?It?s not that she can?t race anymore (six wins, more than 
$144,000 in 2019),? Banca said. ?The owners just want to 
breed her (to as as-of-now undetermined New York stallion),? 

   It wasn?t all sunshine and Skittles on the track for Mach It 
A Par, however. 

   The lass cost herself any number of winner?s circle pictures 
and a fair amount of coin by not necessarily pacing the 
straight and narrow through the lane. 

   ?We never could figure out why she runs out,? Banca said. 

   So, there. Mach It A Par wasn?t always pretty, but with more 
than $1.1 million on account, she was pretty good. 

https://harnessracingupdate.com/instagram



